In order to achieve the rapid identification of buckwheat varieties, and avoid buckwheat varieties mixtures, eight buckwheat varieties from different origins were identified by principal component analysis and support vector machines based on near-infrared spectroscopy. First, the buckwheat spectral information of the 120 samples have been collected using FieldSpec 3 spectrometer, and preprocessing through smooth + Multiplicative Scatter Correction (+MSC), a total of 120 sets were divided into 80 training sets and 40 prediction sets. After the principal component analysis, based on the binary tree support vector machine theory, the spectral information identification model of buckwheat varieties have been established and verified by LIBSVM package in MATLAB software. The results showed that the classification accuracy rate averaged 92.5% for eight different kinds of buckwheat by using near-infrared spectroscopy combined with principal component analysis and support vector machine. A new method for buckwheat varieties identification has been provided.
Introduction
Buckwheat, mainly located in the alpine areas of the Loess plateau and the plateau mountains of Yunnan, Guizhou and Sichuan. It has a high nutritional and health value, known as the food treasures of "Medicine-Food" [1] . It also known as the triangle wheat, black wheat, belongs to the genus of dicotyledonous Polygonaceae, family of Fagopyrum Mill, mainly have two cultivar of buckwheat is Sweet Buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum Moench) and Tartary Buckwheat (Fagopyrum tararicum Gaerth). Therefore, the quality detection and the varieties identification of buckwheat has a very important significance in buckwheat planting, the deep processing industries and the quality improvement of buckwheat.
Near infrared spectroscopy analysis have the advantages of fast ananlysis without any pretreatment, no pollution, no damage, multi-component analysis, good reproducibility and suitable for online analysis, etc., which can be use to carry on the qualitative or quantitative analysis by spectral data of the full spectrum or multi wavelength, and it is widely used in agricultural product quality testing and varieties identification [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Traditional identification method of buckwheat varieties is chemical method, it is cumbersome and destructive for buckwheat samples, and it is very useful to study a rapid nondestructive method for varieties identifying.
Without losing the main message, principal component analysis (PCA) can select fewer new variables to replace the original variables and resolve the overlapping bands which can not be analyzed, which is a mathematical method widely used in spectrum analysis [8] . Support vector machine (SVM) is a statistical theory learning algorithm, it has the advantages of high convergence speed and high accuracy than other classification algorithm, and it has been widely applied in the quality inspection of agricultural products and species identification [9] . However, the data indivisibility often appeared in multi-class prediction problems by using SVM. Therefore, this article uses principal component analysis combined with binary tree support vector machine to establish the NIR prediction model of different buckwheat varieties, to achieve the identification of buckwheat species.
2
Materials and Methods
Instruments and Materials
The spectral information was collected by FieldSpec3 spectrometer which made in U.S. ASD (Analytical Spectral Device) company. Seven kinds of tartary buckwheat and a sweet buckwheat from Yunnan, Shanxi, Sichuan province in China were selected. They are Kunming tartary buckwheat, Luxi tartary buckwheat, Zhaotong tartary buckwheat No. 1 and No.2, Shanxi tartary buckwheat Y16, Xichang tartary buckwheat, Dali tartary buckwheat and Dali sweet buckwheat, a total of eight kinds of representative buckwheat varieties, each buckwheat selected 15 samples, a total of 120 samples. Each sample was air-dried, eliminating Impurities, particle size and consistent uniformity, and all samples were bagging sealing for spare use.
Acquisition of the Buckwheat Spectral Information
Buckwheat spectral data have been collected in outside, the test device was consist of computer, spectrometer, reflectance probe using the interior illuminant, calibration whiteboard, etc. and the Spectrometer selected FieldSpec 3 spectrometer, the sampling range is 350-2500 nm, spectral sampling interval is 1.4nm, and the resolution is 3nm. In the experiment, the 120 buckwheat samples were placed in the glass petri dish with the dimension of 90mm diameter, l5mm thickness respectively, put the reflectance probe close to the surface of the samples, and collected the sample spectral data using the reflection mode. 15 repetitions and 10 times scanning for each sample, and then the average processing have been carried on using Viewspec pro software provided by ASD, and converted it to absorbance by log [l / R]. Then the spectral data have been exported as ASCII format and processed with ASD View Spec Pro, Unscramble9.7, SPSS16.0 and MATLAB software. Buckwheat near-infrared spectroscopy absorbance graph are shown in Figure 1 . The abscissa is the wavelength (nm), and the vertical axis is an absorbance log [1 / R]. 
Multi-class SVM Classification Based on Binary Tree
Support vector machine is a machine learning algorithm based on the structural risk minimization (SRM) principle of statistical learning theory. For the positive and negative training samples, a hyperplane with the maximum interval has been obtained. As for the non-linear data sets, the training samples will be mapped into a high dimensional data space, to find a hyperplane in the feature space, and separate the positive and negative samples in a maximum possible [10] . Originally, SVM was designed for binary classification problems. This paper is a multi-class classification problem, using SVM classification method which based on binary tree for classification. For K types training samples, need to train K-1 support vector machine. In the first support vector machine, the first type sample as the positive training sample, and the 2,3 ..., K types of training samples as negative training samples SVM1. In the i support vector machine, the sample i as the positive training sample, and the i+1,i+2 ..., K types of training samples as the negative training samples SVMi, until the K-1 sample as the positive sample of the K-1 SVM, and the K type sample as the negative sample training SVM (K-1) [11] , multi-class SVM classification process of binary tree as Figure 2 : Experimental Results and Analysis
Data Preprocessing
The collected NIR spectroscopy is often influenced by high-frequency random noise, baseline drift, uneven sample and light scattering, so the spectral preprocessing is needed. Compared with different pretreatment methods, the average smoothing method was used in preprocessing of near infrared spectroscopy, the choice of the smoothing window size was 3, then multiplicative scatter correction (MSC) treatment was used, and it is good to filter high frequency noise generated by various factors.
Principal Components Extraction Based on Principal Component Analysis
The 120 samples were randomly divided into the prediction set and the validation set with 80 and 40 samples respectively. Sample spectral bands from 350 to 2500 nm, there are 2151 data in total. Computational complexity is large when using the full spectrum of computing. And due to the weak spectral information of some regional samples, the composition of the sample or the nature is lack of correlation. The principal component analysis is an effective method for data mining, it can translate the original multiple-wavelength variables into fewer new variables. These new variables are mutually independent, and it can synthetical reflect the information of original multiple-wavelength variables. [7, 8] . The prediction set and the validation set were principal component analysis respectively by SPSS software, and the accumulative reliabilities of the first 7 principal components are shown in Table 1 . 
Buckwheat Varieties Identification Based on LIBSVM
The data arrangement have been carried on according to the multi-class SVM binary tree classification principle, and converted into a data set of .mat file for LIBSVM package. The dataset used in LIBSVM must have the attributes matrix and labels: the first column as a label, and the two to eight columns as property matrix. In 80 training sets, the 1st species tagged 1, and the rest are -1, the property matrix is representative of the principal component of each kinds of buckwheat, the attribute matrix as input, and the label as output. Based on the model, identified Through several tests the LIBSVM model parameters have been obtained, and the set as follows: Set Model Type: C-SVC, model parameter settings is -S=0 -C=1, Kernel function type: polynomial kernel function: (gamma*u'*v + coef0)^degree, Therefore,-t = 2 1) To establish the model by using svmtrain: model = svmtrain(train_label, train_data, '-s 0 -t 2 -c 1 -g 0.1'); Input: [train_data training set attribute matrix, the size is n * m, n represents the number of samples, m represents the number of attributes (dimensions), the data type is double; train_label is the training set labels, the size is n * 1, n represents the number of samples, and the data type is double ]
2) To make predictions by using svmpredict: [predictlabel,accuracy]=svmpredict(testdatalabel,testdata,model) Input: [test_data is the test set attribute matrix, the size is N * m, N represents the number of the test sample set, m represents the number of attributes (dimensions), the data type is double; test_label is the test set labels, the size is N * 1, N represents the number of samples, data type is double]
In this paper, eight kinds of buckwheat samples were classified, and 7 support vector machine were needed to be trained: training set recognition rate of the first support vector machine is 98.75%, and the recognition rate of prediction set is 100%. Accuracy = 98.75% (79/80) (classification)， Accuracy1= 100% (5/5) (classification) ； The remaining 7 types buckwheat prediction identification were: 100%、80%、 100%、80%、80%、100% and 100%。The average recognition rate of the eight buckwheat varieties is 92.5%.
Conclusion
In this paper eight varieties of buckwheat from different origins were identified using near-infrared spectroscopy combined with principal component analysis and binary tree multi-class SVM classification methods.The buckwheat varieties spectral information identification model have been established by LIBSVM package in MATLAB softweare. The average accuracy rate of eight different types of buckwheat is 92.5%. the results showed that near infrared spectroscopy combined with principal component analysis and support vector machine algorithm for buckwheat spectral information modeling can be achieved to identify buckwheat species.
